
 
Faculty Council Minutes 
Open Forum Re the Status of CWLC 
November 27, 2017 
 
Purpose 
This meeting was an informational forum for members of CWLC and RGRLL, the Dean and 
Associate Deans, and FC members that gave faculty a chance to ask any unanswered questions 
they had before the December 8, 2017, vote by CWLC and RGRLL on Dean Wallace’s 
“Statement of Intent to Change the Status of the Comparative World Literature and Classics 
Department.” 
 
Meeting Protocol 
FC Chair Misty Jaffe alternated between written questions (from Google Survey poll) and 
questions from the floor. Questions were directed at the Chairs of RGRLL and CWLC, the Dean, 
the FC Chair, and others present who were in a position to answer.   
 
Follow Up 
The Google Survey poll will be left open until the end of day November 28th, after which the FC 
Executive Committee will synthesize the questions and answers and endeavor to seek 
clarification for any that have not been answered in the forum. Once CWLC and RGRLL have 
cast their votes, following the procedures outlined in AS 95-19, the FC will have 32 working 
days to hold an official meeting in which it will review all evidence, hear from interested parties 
and, by secret ballot, vote on whether or not to support the dean’s proposal. This hearing will 
take place at the regularly scheduled February meeting of the FC (3:30-5:00 p.m. on February 
14, 2018, in the Anatol Center). 
 
Minutes 
 

1) Forum called to order at 3:33 p.m. 
2) Question (from poll): The dean has stated that the problems in CWLC are due to the 

limited number of majors and minors. How would moving Classics to RGRLL change 
the number of majors/minors in Classics? Answer from Dean Wallace: The Classics 
major is one of the smallest in the college, so the dean is worried about its viability. The 
problem of viability persists despite the FTEs generated by GE courses, and it is 
exacerbated by the lack of functioning governance in CWLC,1 especially with respect to 
curriculum development. Identifying RGRLL, which has delivered curriculum 
innovations around languages, as a potential home for the Classics could conceivably 
alleviate the curriculum issues in CWLC, which have been ongoing for more than a year. 

3) Questions from Clorinda Donato (Chair, Italian Studies): How would moving Classics to 
RGRLL improve curriculum innovation, how does the college determine 
department/program viability, and shouldn’t an outside evaluator be responsible for 
assessing and providing solutions to any departmental problems? [Question of viability 
also asked later by Paul Scotton.] Answer from dean: Although there are some limits to 
overall curriculum development (the university is experiencing flat growth in this area), 

                                                        
1 CWLC Chair is in disagreement about this point.  



there are disciplinary connections between Classics and RGRLL, both of which share a 
concern for teaching language, culture, and literature. Also, RGRLL has a functioning 
curriculum review process, whereas CWLC does not. Ideally, the pending self-study 
would have been delivered by now, as expected, but it has not. Ultimately, this proposal 
will benefit RGRLL, which will gain valuable GE FTEs. Rebuttal from Paul Scotton 
(Chair, CWLC): CWLC is not standing idle with respect to curriculum development. The 
Ancient Studies interdisciplinary minor and the Archeology major emphasis are ongoing 
curriculum projects.2 Comment from Vlatka Velcic (Professor, CWLC): TT faculty in the 
department may not be aware of/participate in such projects. Comment from Paul 
Scotton: The entire Classics faculty participated in a discussion of the Archaeology 
emphasis.  

4) Question (from poll): How will the proposal, which includes an administrative move but 
not a physical one (moving offices), improve or resolve the reported intractable personnel 
conflicts in CWLC? Also, what evidence does the dean possess that the reported 
intractable conflicts in CWLC have any effect on the department? Answer from dean: 
The proposal, which the dean did not put forth lightly, comes after 18 months of a steady 
stream of faculty visiting the dean’s office to report problems within the department. One 
such problem, that of little to no faculty governance, is evidenced by the holding of a 
single department meeting in the past three semesters.3 One of the dean’s prime 
motivators for creating the proposal were the multiple reports from department lecturers 
who feel that their morale has been significantly lowered by the intractable conflicts 
between TT faculty. Not changing office space will not completely solve this problem, 
but the administrative move will be a step in the right direction. Dean added that he went 
through various options for keeping the department together. He also came to the 
department with a draft proposal 4-6 weeks before its final delivery, and the idea to move 
Classics to RGRLL was recommended by CWLC faculty. Despite the concerns expressed 
in the early stages of the proposal about stagnant curriculum development, the only 
potential remedy put forward was the idea of an Archeology major emphasis.4 

5) Question from Claire Martin (Professor, Spanish): The proposed merger rests on two 
weak justifications, the second of which is the report of intractable conflicts between 
faculty. Many departments over the past 30 years have had intractable differences 
between faculty, so the reported conflicts in CWLC are not sufficient justification for 
such a massive change. Is it conceivable that this change could in fact exacerbate the 
problem? Answer from dean: Other departments in the college may have conflicts, but 
those departments remain functional. RGRLL, for instance, has recently put forth 
approximately 60 curriculum proposals. 

6) Question from the floor: With respect to a newly-formed CWL program, who will be 
responsible for scheduling courses? Answer from dean: For all intents and purposes, the 

                                                        
2 CWLC chair note: new this spring is an intensive Latin course for Romance language speakers wherein they 
complete the first year of Latin in one semester. 
3 CWLC chair note: We have had three departmental meetings this fall, two of which the dean attended. The CWL 
faculty has met twice, once with Dan O’Connor, and the CLSC faculty once. The whole department met once last 
year. The CLSC faculty met once. The issue of departmental meetings came up during new chairs’ training. There it 
was said that departmental meetings are not required. 
4 CWLC chair note: it’s documented in # 3 that there is an Ancient Studies minor proposal under development as 
part of the Graduation 2025 initiative that has courses included from Classics, and in note 2 above, the initiation of 
an intensive Latin class.  



CWL program will function as a self-sufficient department. It would therefore join the 
current programs that have their own TT faculty, schedule their own courses, and have 
their own majors. Moreover, the program director would have chair-like status in the 
payroll system and would therefore possess the ability to sign off on personnel issues. 
CLA has a history of treating programs like departments. Comment from Jessica Pandya: 
Standard CLA practice aside, the university does not have a formal policy for programs 
(as it does with departments) by which it must abide. Follow up from Jeff Blutinger 
(Director, Jewish Studies): A newly-formed CWL would be comparable to the current 
International Studies program. 

7) Question (from poll): Will the provost sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
guaranteeing no loss of entitlement rights for lecturers in both CompLit and Classics? 
Comment from Deb Hamm (CFA Rep): MOUs have been used in the past and can be 
used in this instance: they would protect entitlements but not protect against a change in 
the number of courses. Comment from Beka Langen (CFA Rep): almost all lecturers are 
on 3-yr appointments. CompLit program would be stable, but lecturers who go to 
RGRLL would, according to a collectively bargained agreement, be placed in the order of 
assignments with other RGRLL lecturers. If Classics courses get cut, or if a lecturer from 
RGRLL believes they are qualified to teach a particular course, they could teach the 
course over a Classics lecturer. Response from dean: It is highly unlikely that courses 
will be cut in the short term because the college needs to hit its FTEs target. Comment 
from Beka Langen: The criteria for assigning courses would be order of assignments and 
careful consideration. To the extent that prefix might denote whether someone has taught 
the course before or not (a component of the various elements that make up ‘careful 
consideration’) then it could be viewed as a partial understanding of the likelihood of 
RGRLL lecturers able to teach Classics or vice versa. Comment from Deb Hamm: The 
order of assignment is based on qualification, but the issue is a complex one. Comment 
from Markus Muller (Chair, RGRLL): All of our program courses have their prefixes, as 
do Classics courses. In terms of what lecturers could teach, RGRLL would not be looking 
to have non-Classics faculty teach Classics courses. Comment from dean: Dean feels 
obligated to keep curriculum viable for students and lecturers. Comment from Aparna 
Nayak: There is a risk of losing courses, lecturers, and TA programs via curriculum 
changes, even if the dean’s office is committed to maintaining curriculum.  

8) Question (from poll): What is the role of the Academic Senate in this process? Will there 
be a discussion and vote (or recommendation) from there as well? Answer from 
Academic Senate Policy 95-19: The AS forwards its recommendation on the issue for 
review to the Provost if CWLC, RGRLL, the Faculty Council, and the dean agree on the 
initial proposal. The AS chair serves as a liaison between the Provost and the Curriculum 
and Educational Policies Council (CPEC) if there is any disagreement between CWLC, 
RGRLL, the Faculty Council, and the dean on the initial proposal.  

9) Comment from Paul Scotton: Conflicts in scheduling lecturers arise when the dean’s 
office cuts courses and the department is obligated to find courses to meet faculty 
entitlements. When courses are cut by the Dean’s office due to enrollments, unentitled 
faculty will be vulnerable no matter whether they are in CWL, CLSC, or in a new 
department since obligations to entitled lecturers come first. Asked to cut a course, chairs 
may also choose to cut courses not taught by entitled lecturers. [Issue also raised later by 
Barbara LeMaster (Director, ASLD).] Comment from Markus Muller: One would still 



need to schedule based on the lecturer’s teaching qualifications. Comment from Beka 
Langen: Keep in mind that lecturers with 3-yr contracts have layoff rights, so the 
department is responsible for paying out any layoffs in the event of course cancellations. 
Comment from Vlatka Velcic: CWLC Chair was laying off CompLit lecturers by not 
scheduling CompLit courses and instead fulfilling entitlements for Classics lecturers. 

10) Question (from poll): With respect to program/department viability, how many 
majors/minors are enough to satisfy the dean/provost? Answer from dean: The Italian 
major, which has about 20 majors and 30 minors, is an example of a major with relatively 
low numbers of majors and minors that still maintains a functioning curriculum. 
Enrollment numbers lower than those become worrisome. The college has been 
subsidizing Latin and Greek for some time now, but future budgets could restrict the 
college’s ability to do so. The college is ultimately trying to preserve the languages 
curriculum. 

11) Comment from Clorinda Donato: The proposal is flawed because it does not account for 
how increasing the lecturer pool in RGRLL could negatively affect existing RGRLL 
lecturers. The proposal is also reckless since we do not yet know the full scope of 
unforeseen consequences related to EOs 1100 and 1110. This semester has been 
excruciatingly difficult because of the proposal, which has been very disruptive.   

12) Question (from poll): There are sufficient inequities in service workload as things 
currently stand in RGRLL. The prospect of inheriting more full professors and lecturers 
with entitlements/3-year contracts is worrisome to those who are already burdened with 
extra service duties. How will the dean/college protect associate or untenured faculty and 
lecturers from this type of inequity if the merger goes through? Comment from Markus 
Muller: The question unfairly characterizes full professors in RGRLL. Comment from 
Aparna Nayak (Associate Professor, French): Some RGRLL full professors do not 
perform any service, so what would prevent incoming full professors from following the 
same path? Comment from Paul Scotton: One CLSC professor has a joint appointment 
with 100% of his/her service committed by contract to the other department. Comment 
from Vlatka Velcic: One such professor is actually very active in service roles. 

13) Question (from poll): RGRLL has more curricular affinities with CWL than with 
Classics. Most RGRLL faculty could teach courses in the CWL curriculum. Why would 
it not make more sense to merge RGRLL with CWL and Classics with the Ancient 
Europe section of the History department? Comment from Vlatka Velcic: That proposal 
was never on the table. Added that faculty cannot be moved to a different department 
without their consent. Response from Misty Jaffe: Being moved without consent is a 
possibility according to AS 95-19. 

14) Question from Claire Martin: What material/evidence will the FC consider before taking 
its vote? Answer from Misty Jaffe: The FC will consider information from this open 
forum, the initial proposal from the dean, Paul Scotton’s response to the dean’s proposal, 
and the results of the December 8, 2017, votes by RGRLL and CWLC. The FC vote is 
scheduled to take place at its February 14, 2018, meeting.  

15) Question from Deb Hamm: Can lecturers in RGRLL and CWLC vote on this matter? 
Answer from Jessica Pandya: In this instance, all lecturers are eligible to cast a vote. 

16) Forum adjourned at 4:55 p.m.  
 

Minutes by Rene H. Treviño, FC Secretary 
Rene.Trevino@csulb.edu 


